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AND LET’S GET SERIOUS 

EDITORIAL



2010 was a pivotal year for the reform of the international financial system 
(“Basel III”, European supervision, etc.). France’s regulatory framework was also 
changed, with the Consumer Lending Act, the Banking and Financial Regulation Act, 
and payment instruments. All of these changes had a very structuring impact on 
banking activities and organisation.

Through the resilience of their business model, based on disciplined, responsible 
management and business diversity, French banks carried on financing the economy at 
much better-than-average volumes and conditions compared to the European Union as 
a whole. In 2010, outstanding loans to the economy rose by 4% on 2009. The increase 
concerned households and VSEs/SMEs.

French banks continued their efforts to improve information and the accessibility of 
banking services for their clients following the publication of the Pauget/Constans 
report. These new measures complement the many initiatives already underway and 
will be implemented in the first half of 2011. The ACP and AMF are responsible for 
ensuring compliance with these professional rules. To this end, a system consisting of 
three categories of documentation was set up: professional standards, best practices 
and recommendations, setting forth the purpose of each body of documentation. These 
efforts reflect the determination of French banks to maintain clear and responsible 
relations with other players, based on compliance with their commitments.

In order to clear up the misunderstandings and avoid any confusion, French banks 
decided to publish a collective communication underscoring the dedication and 
commitment of their 400,000 employees, hard at work for the French people. 
Dubbed the “Parlons de la banque et parlons-en vraiment“ communication (Let’s 
talk about banks - And let’s get serious), a full page article was published in the 
press in December 2010. French banks also stressed that they had not caused the 
crisis, that they had learned lessons from it in terms of banking regulation, and that 
French taxpayers had not been made to pick up the tab, unlike what happened in 
other countries. 

Drawing on their strengths, French banks got involved in the effort to reform 
international regulations. The rules adopted within the “Basel III” framework are very 
restrictive for banks in terms of capital and liquidity. Even though French banks have the 
ability to adapt to the new prudential rules, “Basel III” will automatically weigh on the 
financing of the European economy in terms of volume and cost of credit. Banks are 
already under a tremendous burden, and adding any more capital requirements or 
new levies is tantamount to placing a tax on credit. 

International reform is a strategic issue for Europe. It must not establish more restrictive 
regulation than other financial centres, and particularly the United States, which have 
a more flexible interpretation of certain G20 principles (e.g. compensation of market 
professionals). Under France’s presidency in 2011, the G20 must strive to effectively 
implement comparable rules between the different financial centres and economic 
players. The consistent application of the new G20 rules is crucial, not only for the stability 
of the financial system, but also for growth and jobs in Europe. 

31 January 2011
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key events  
at the fbf In 201004
January 
1. the fbf turns 10 in 2010. 

6. the aeras agreement, in force for three 
years, is renewed. 

18. at the meeting of the high level 
committee, the banking industry offers 
proposals to restimulate the corporate 
bond and securitisation markets under 
healthy conditions.

22. publication of the ordinance on 
the merger of licensing and supervisory 
authorities in the banking and insurance 
professions.

25. the banking profession implements 
a collective approach to develop mcas 
(personal assisted microloans) nationwide.

FEbruary
3. the fbf signs a partnership agreement 
with france active to encourage job 
seekers to start their own businesses and 
to promote professional bank microcredit.

12. a decree establishes the french list 
of non-cooperative governments and 
territories: banks have an obligation of 
transparency on their operations in these 
tax havens.

17. In conjunction with the cfpb (training 
centre for the banking profession), the fbf 
launches a new anti-money laundering 
training tool.

march
5. french banks announce a lending 
budget of eur 96 billion for businesses in 
2010.

9. the rectified finance act for 2010 
instigates an exceptional tax on 
compensation paid to market operators.

16. according to the report published by 
the french household credit observatory, 
one of every two households had an 
outstanding loan in 2009.

april
1. In conjunction with the amafI and the 
asf, the fbf publishes professional best 
practices on risk management.

16. the fbf answers the basel committee’s 
consultation document on the draft reform 
of “basel III” solvency and liquidity rules.

22. for the fbf, the taxes on banks being 
considered by the Imf will not help ensure 
the stability of the international financial 
system.

may
5. some twenty european banks convene 
in madrid to express their interest in 
creating a system of european cards 
(monnet project).

5. the 2009 report of the mediator to the 
fbf showed an increase of almost 38% in 
the use of mediation.

20. baudouin prot, chairman of the 
fbf, inaugurates the second “tour de 
france” providing a forum for senior bank 
managers to make contact with smes.

JunE
4. the national sepa committee takes 
stock of france’s migration to european 
payment instruments.

7. the new sepa council meets for the first 
time in brussels.

26-27. the g20 toronto summit confirms 
its objective of “building a more resilient 
financial system that (...) supports strong 
and stable economic growth”.

July
1. the new amf scheme for the 
professional certification of market 
participant knowledge and expertise enters 
into force.

2. the law of 1 July 2010 on the reform of 
consumer credit is published in the Journal 
officiel.
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23. results of european stress tests: 
french banks are amongst the most solid 
banks in europe.

august
1. the agreement between the eu and 
the us on bank data transfers to combat 
terrorism financing enters into force.

25. the prudential control of credit 
institutions is enhanced by decree, in 
application of the european “crd II” 
directive.

30. a decree sets forth the terms and 
conditions for holding and transmitting 
information to the tax and customs 
authorities on transfers of funds outside 
the country.

31. publication of decrees governing, 
as from 1 september, advertisements for 
revolving credit and loan repurchases.

sEptEmbEr
1. françois pérol, chairman of the 
management board of bpce, succeeds 
baudouin prot as chairman of the fbf.

4. banks update their kyc data, in 
accordance with anti-money laundering 
regulations.

21. following the release of the pauget /
constans report, banks propose a series 
of measures to improve bank-costumer 
relationship, within the framework of 
the ccsf (financial sector consultative 
committee).

28. the fbf launches a new version of its 
website fbf.fr.

octobEr
1. the limit on the deposit guarantee is 
raised from eur 70,000 to eur 100,000.

20. the european commission publishes 
a communication on crisis management in 
the financial sector.

22. the french banking and financial 
regulation act steps up regulation of 
market operators and financial markets, 
and aims at supporting the financing of the 
economy.

novEmbEr
1. french banks offer the sepa direct debit.

1. the reform of the fIcp (register of 
individual loan repayment incidents) and 
excessive debt treatment proceedings 
enters into force.

11-12. the fbf is pleased to note that 
the g20 seoul summit recognised the 
importance of comparable rules at the 
international level.

24. the reform of european supervision is 
adopted. It enters into force on 1 January 
2011.

26. the fbf receives the bank committee 
convention.

dEcEmbEr
2. the fbf publishes a professional 
standard to make it easier to read price 
brochures.

8. the european commission presents the 
draft revision of the mifId.

14. publication of the “crd III” directive, 
in particular enhancing supervision of 
remuneration policies.

15. the fbf publishes a collective 
communication entitled “let’s talk about 
banks – and let’s get serious”.

16. a draft european regulation sets 
new technical and pricing requirements  
for eur-denominated transfers and  
direct debits.

16. the basel committee publishes its 
final recommendations on the “basel III” 
capital reform.



reform of 
the InternatIonal  
and european  
fInancIal system
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“basel iii”: substantial capital requirements
| In november 2010, the g20 ratified the basel committee’s recommendations 
on bank solvency and liquidity. the final version of the “basel III” framework was 
published in december 2010.

| french banks are supportive of this reform. they are concerned, however, about the 
consequences of certain measures, in that the considerable capital enhancement called 
for will undermine banks’ ability to finance the economy and, in particular, will weigh on 
the volume and cost of credit. the entire european economy will be affected, given that 
nearly 80% of its financing is provided by banks, as opposed to the us economy, 
which is predominantly market-based.

| french banks would like to see the transposition of “basel III” into eu legislation serve 
as an opportunity to adapt european regulations to the conditions of operation of the 
banking industry in europe, so as not to needlessly undermine economic activity.

| the key points of the reform are as follows:
 the minimum capital ratio is set at 7% (including a capital conservation buffer of 
2.5%), which is much higher than the “basel II” ratio. french banks have confirmed 
they will be able to meet this ratio by the end of the transition period;
 a countercyclical capital buffer, ranging from 0% to 2.5%, can be called for by 
the national authorities, to keep lending growth from getting out of control;
 french banks are displeased with the establishment of a leverage ratio, set at
3% minimum, as it is unrelated to risk and therefore unnecessary. this ratio is 
to be included in pillar 1 as from 1 January 2018. for the fbf, it should simply be 
used as an indicator, at the national regulator’s discretion alone;
 the reform provides for harmonised supervision of liquidity, with the 
implementation of two mandatory regulatory ratios. the fbf considers the 
assumptions used to be excessive, both in terms of the one-month ratio and the 
one-year ratio, and would like to see adjustments made at the european level.

no surcharge for systemic risk
| for the banking profession, it is crucial to avoid any additional capital requirements, 
which would make it even harder to continue financing the economy. Imposing a capital 
surcharge on certain so-called systemic banks would do nothing to prevent crises and 
would have a negative impact on credit. the systemic risks incurred by the financial 
system stem largely from the operation of the markets. accordingly, advances need to be 
made in the organisation of the derivatives market, notably including the development of 
central clearing houses.

 

international reform:
for consistent rules
the “basel III” framework, calling for banks to shore up their
capital, will have impacts on the financing of the economy
in europe. there is still progress to be made in the operation  
of the markets.

FrEnch prEsidEncy  
oF thE g20 in 2011 

as g20 president in 2011, france 
has decided to tackle the funda-
mental imbalances of the global 
economy by building into its 
platform the reform of the inter-
national monetary system and 
the operation of the commodi-
ties markets. the fbf would like 
to see progress made in these 
challenging fields.

 the leverage ratio 
is the ratio of a bank’s tier 1 
capital to its total assets.

 the capital conservation 
buffer is designed to absorb 
losses in the event of intense 
economic stress.
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the conditions of an effective international reform
| french banks applaud the g20 seoul summit for recognising the importance of 
comparable rules at the international level in the interest of ensuring long-term 
financial stability and preventing unfair competition between financial centres and 
their operators, whether they are banking institutions or not. effective crisis prevention 
calls for heightened supervision of all players, the reform of unregulated market 
operations, and appropriate crisis resolution mechanisms.

in favour of realistic accounting standards
| In the fbf’s view, no progress was made in the reform of international accounting 
standards in 2010. the proposals made by the us and international accounting 
regulators do not meet the targets of financial stability and convergence laid down 
by the g20. far from learning the lessons taught by the crisis, the two accounting 
standards bodies continue to focus on market value for financial instruments, even 
though the crisis demonstrated that market value in fact exacerbated the effects of the 
crisis towards the end of 2008.

| as for the convergence of accounting standards at the international level, this goal 
can only be reached if said standards reflect the reality of banking activities. virtually 
the entire international banking community agrees that it is crucial that fair value only 
be applied where there is an active and liquid market, and according to the business 
model of the company in question.

Financial supervision: Europe
sets up new authorities
the fbf welcomes europe’s new supervisory structure, which 
is a major step forward in the supervision of transborder 
banking groups. 

| the reform of banking and financial supervision in the european union provides for 
two levels of supervision as from January 2011, resulting in:
 the creation of a european systemic risk board chaired by the european central 
bank;
 the establishment of three sector supervision authorities: the european banking 
authority (eba), the european Insurance and occupational pensions authority 
(eIopa), and the european securities and markets authority (esma). these three 
bodies will replace the european supervisory committees (cebs, ceIops and cesr) 
and will have new mission statements. they must promote the harmonisation of 
rules and supervision in the european union. where regulations are breached, they 
hold binding power over the national supervisors.

| the banking profession welcomes this reform as an effective response to the 
deficiencies of fragmented national supervision, which has proven inadequate in 
dealing with transborder groups.
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EnhancEd control  
oF rating agEnciEs 

the european compromise of 15 
december 2010 on the revised 
regulation of rating agencies 
stepped up their supervision 
by subjecting them, as from 
July 2011, to control by esma. 
the european commission 
plans to further reinforce the 
supervisory system in 2011, 
particularly regarding the rating 
of government debt issues and 
competition between rating 
agencies.
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preventing and managing bank failures
| the financial crisis highlighted the need to create more effective crisis management 
systems at the national level, as well as mechanisms to handle failures of transborder 
banking groups. to this end, the european commission is considering creating 
a european framework for preventing and managing financial sector crisis and 
shoring up struggling banks. this would notably include the development of bailout 
or resolution plans detailing the provisions that need to be taken to deal with an 
institution’s financial problems. the commission also proposes granting powers to 
the supervisory authorities that would enable them to take quick action to resolve 
problems as early as possible.

| the banking profession supports the development of mechanisms for the orderly 
liquidation of struggling institutions. they should be financed through existing 
guarantee funds – with an extension of their powers, if need be – and not through 
the creation of additional resolution funds. to set up a consistent framework for crisis 
management, europe must establish a harmonised law governing the treatment 
of struggling banking groups. barring the highly exceptional case of the near total 
liquidation of the institution in question, this mechanism must avoid hurting the 
interests of ordinary creditors, including depositors (senior debt).

| the commission could introduce draft legislation as early as spring 2011.

For the consistent revision of guarantee funds
| on 12 July 2010, the european commission published new draft legislations aimed 
at revising the “deposit guarantee schemes” and “investor compensation schemes” 
directives. the guarantee and investor compensation funds would be pre-funded and 
a solidarity system would be set up between european funds. these proposals will be 
examined by the european parliament and the council of the european union in the 
first half of 2011.

| for the banking profession, this reform must first and foremost take its place within a 
global approach to european crisis management. moreover, the industry believes the 
amount of ex-ante reserves to be set aside is inappropriate.

| as regards the securities guarantee, a complementary study should be conducted 
on the impact a bank’s failure would have on investors, within the framework of the 
securities law applicable in each country. after all, a bank’s failure does not have the 
same impact on investors depending on whether they hold a right of ownership on 
securities (which is the case in france) or are merely creditors.

creating an effective crisis 
resolution mechanism
the reform of deposit and securities guarantee systems needs  
to be coordinated with crisis management initiatives in the 
financial sector.

thE sEcuritiEs law dirEctivE 
must guarantEE
invEstor protEction 

In november, the european 
commission launched a public 
consultation on the harmoni-
sation of securities law. the fbf 
considers that any legislative 
initiative in this area must 
guarantee the protection of in-
vestors, primarily by recognising 
the investor’s right to ownership 
of securities, or at least by 
allowing countries that already 
have this right to maintain it.



derivatives clearing houses 
| the financial crisis demonstrated the importance of market and post-market 
infrastructures for financial stability, which is why the banking industry welcomes the 
commission’s draft regulation of 15 september 2010 governing derivatives activities, 
primarily through the establishment of central clearing houses.

| central clearing houses would reduce systemic risks by limiting the impact in the 
event one of the co-contracting parties in a derivatives transaction defaults. for the 
fbf, these infrastructures should be established by monetary area, based on the 
currency of the derivative in question, in order to have direct access to the central 
bank’s liquidity.

| french banks also approve of the improvement in transparency on the derivatives 
markets. to further this effort, the commission has proposed to record derivatives 
transactions in databases supervised by the european securities and markets 
authority.

| the commission would like to see the regulation adopted in 2011 and implemented 
in 2012.

greater transparency in short-selling
| short-selling is important to the smooth operation of the markets. It consists in selling 
a security without owning it at the time of sale, but with the intention to buy it at a later 
date, prior to delivery. this increases the market’s liquidity and plays a role in the price 
discovery process.

| this practice must be regulated, however, in the event of high price volatility. to this 
end, the draft regulation published by the commission in september 2010 improved 
transparency on short-selling transactions and created a harmonised framework at 
the european level. the european parliament and the council of the european union 
are to examine the proposed regulation in early 2011.

| french banks would like to see adequate transparency on these types of transactions 
and stronger rules to prevent market abuse. they approve the proposed regulation, 
which gives greater intervention authority to the regulators.

Enhancing the stability of the 
European financial markets
the european commission has proposed to regulate 
derivative products and short selling, and to revise the 
markets in financial Instruments directive. management of 
alternative funds is being regulated for the first time in europe. 
the fbf welcomes these initiatives.
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rEgulatEd rEmunEration
policiEs

the capital requirements di-
rective “crd III” of 24 november 
2010 implemented prudential 
supervision of remuneration 
policy, designed to prevent 
excessive risk-taking. these 
provisions were transposed into 
french law by the decree of 17 
december 2010, which amended 
the existing regulation and 
complemented the fbf amafI 
professional standards.
european banks have asked the 
other g20 member countries to 
adopt the same measures.

ucits dirEctivE soon  
to bE transposEd

on 1 July 2010, the european 
commission adopted the  
“ucIts Iv” implementing mea-
sures. the “ucIts Iv” directive 
promotes the integration of the 
european investment fund mar-
ket. the fbf is involved in the 
implementation of the directive’s 
transposition into french law, 
scheduled for 1 July 2011.
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revision of miFid: improving the structure and operation  
of the markets 
| on 8 december 2010, the european commission published a consultation on the 
revision of the markets in financial Instruments directive (mifId). this initiative comes 
three years after mifId’s entry into force. the directive notably opened market order 
trading systems to competition. the revision is the result of public consultations 
carried out in the first half of 2010 on the equity markets, investor protection and rules 
applicable to market intermediaries, and the declaration of transactions. the fbf took 
an active role in these projects.

| the commission wants to see more transparency and improved efficiency on the 
financial markets, incorporating advances in technology and market trends, along 
with greater investor protection.

| for french banks, the revision of mifId is a major legislative stepping stone that 
will enhance the rules of market operation, improve transparency and thus provide 
solutions to the problems raised by the crisis. In this respect, the improvement of 
transparency on the equity markets and transactions in other markets is important.

| furthermore, it is important to take account of the measures already taken, 
particularly in the united states.

| the european commission could propose new legislation as early as spring 2011.

the European union regulates alternative management
| the directive on alternative Investment fund managers (aIfm) was approved on 11 
november 2010, with the aim of governing these activities in the interest of enhancing 
investor protection and financial stability.

| the directive introduced risk control and supervision rules, according to which 
national supervisors will be able to work with the european securities and markets 
authority (esma) to cap a fund’s leverage where it poses a risk to the stability of the 
markets. as regards remuneration, fund managers must also comply with the same 
rules as banks.

| the french banking industry sees this directive as a major advance in the regulation 
of alternative investment funds. however, it also believes these measures should be 
expanded at the international level to ensure that equivalent competition rules are 
applied in the entire asset management profession.

| for the first time, the new legislation authorises the trading of non-eu products on 
the european market: under certain conditions, portfolio managers and funds located 
outside the eu will be eligible to receive the european passport, enabling them to 
freely sell their funds on the european market as from 2015. alternative managers and 
funds domiciled in europe will be able to obtain the european passport as from 2013.

thE FbF and amaFi 
coordinatE on thE 
Financial markEts

the fbf works closely with 
amafI (french financial markets 
association), on matters relating 
to the strengthening of financial 
stability. headed by chief exe-
cutive pierre de lauzun, amafI 
brings together financial market 
intermediaries and professio-
nals in france.

 alternative management  
is a portfolio management 
approach applied by some 
investment funds in order to 
obtain the maximum return 
on invested capital. It consists 
in diversifying the portfolio’s 
composition while combining 
various hedging, arbitrage, 
leverage and other techniques...



the French market is largely open to foreign banks
| at the end of 2009, France totalled 214 foreign establishments, most of which 
(over 63%) involving european companies. these credit institutions are predominantly 
from the uk, germany and Italy. 78 foreign establishments in france are from non-eu 
countries, predominantly from the us.
ACP

| france is the second European country, after luxembourg, in terms of the number 
of banking subsidiaries of european origin, with 66 subsidiaries.

| It is also 2nd in terms of the number of bank subsidiaries from non-eu countries (55 
subsidiaries, after the uk).

| In addition, france is one of the leading eu countries in terms of the banking 
coverage of its branches (with one branch for 1,676 inhabitants).
ECB, EuroPEAn BAnking StruCturES, SEPtEmBEr 2010

nearly 8,400 banks in the European union

| 2 million people worked in the european union’s 8,360 credit institutions in 2009.

| the european banking sector totals almost 230,000 bank branches.

| at the end of 2009:

 outstanding loans to financial companies amounted to Eur 5,786 billion,
 outstanding loans to individuals reached Eur 6,917 billion.

ECB, EuroPEAn BAnking StruCturES, SEPtEmBEr 2010

a global framework to protect 
retail investors
the fbf supports the european harmonisation of rules  
governing the sale of investment products.

| on 26 november 2010, the european commission opened a public consultation with 
a view to improving the sale of packaged retail investment products (prIps), which 
have not been covered by european rules up to this point (unit-linked life insurance 
policies, structured term deposits, etc.). the objective is to increase the transparency and 
comparability of these products by harmonising the key information provided to clients 
with the information already defined for ucIts. the commission also wants to extend 
certain mifId provisions, currently under revision, to these investment products. It plans 
to publish a draft directive in 2011.

| french banks believe the implementation of a coherent and harmonised global 
framework for the sale of all financial products would strengthen investor protection. to 
this end, the rules must be harmonised at the european level for all distributors.

key figures 
the french banking sector in the top ranks of the eu.
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the Executive committee of the FbF in strasbourg and brussels
| In february 2010, the key leaders of the fbf’s executive committee met with some 
twenty european deputies in strasbourg to present the positions of french banks on 
the main european and international areas of focus, and to answer their questions. 
the topics addressed included: post-crisis reforms, basel committee proposals, 
systemic risk, etc.

| over the course of the year, the fbf’s executive committee also met a number of 
times with the european commissioner for Internal market and services.

the FbF meets with 30 foreign banking delegations
| the fbf also communicates regularly with the banking associations of foreign 
countries, in europe as well as outside the european union. In 2010, the fbf welcomed 
some ten foreign banking delegations in paris. these delegations came from the 
european union, china, croatia, morocco and tunisia, to name a few. It also met 
with about twenty foreign delegations in the united states, northern africa, and arab 
countries.

| the fbf’s relations extend to international organisations such as the Imf, world bank, 
oecd and wto, as well as to financial authorities in foreign countries (central banks, 
treasury departments, etc.). In the united states, for example, the fbf is received by 
representatives of the federal reserve, securities and exchange commission (sec), us 
treasury department, federal deposit Insurance corporation (fdIc) and congress.

| these meetings provide an opportunity to discuss major issues in the banking 
industry, such as g20 decisions, reforms in regulation and supervision, international 
cooperation, etc.

50 responses to consultations
| each year, the fbf participates in a growing number of consultations launched by 
the authorities. In 2010, it answered about 50 consultations opened by the european 
authorities (european commission, cesr, cebs, etc.), international bodies (basel 
committee, Iasb, Iosco, etc.) and foreign institutions (fasb, etc.).

| these consultations addressed many issues, including the reform of international 
solvency and liquidity rules, the revision of the markets in financial Instruments 
directive and the standardisation of derivatives products on the otc markets, Ias/Ifrs 
accounting standards, protection of personal information, etc.

the FbF’s fruitful relations
in Europe and abroad
the fbf communicates regularly with european and 
international institutions on initiatives germane to the 
profession. It maintains continuous relations with foreign 
banking communities as well.
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arianE obolEnsky on thE 
EbF’s ExEcutivE committEE
 
for the second year in a 
row, ariane obolensky, chief 
executive of the fbf, chaired 
the executive committee of the 
european banking federation 
(ebf). as such, she took part 
in many european initiatives 
over the course of 2010. the 
ebf represents close to 5,000 
commercial banks established 
in the european union.

anothEr stEp Forward  
For thE pan-EuropEan 
paymEnts 
 
see the chapter on payment 
Instruments, page 29.
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Enhanced banking and financial regulation
| the fbf was significantly involved over the entire course of the discussions on 
france’s banking and financial regulation act. It was adopted on 22 october 2010, 
with the aim of strengthening supervision of financial players and markets, and 
supporting the financing of the economy to facilitate the economic recovery. 

stronger framework of financial supervision
| the act provided for the creation of a financial regulation and systemic risk council 
in charge of assessing risks in the industry. this council is being set up in January 
2011.

| the powers of the french financial market authority, the amf, were also reinforced: 
in particular, it can restrict the trading conditions of financial instrument in the event 
of exceptional circumstances threatening the stability of the financial system. It also 
can punish incidents of market abuse in derivatives. the act also limits the practice of 
naked short-selling.

establishment of the prudential supervisory authority
| the prudential supervisory authority (acp), created by ordinance dated January 
2010, was formed by the merger of the banking and insurance control authorities. the 
new authority is notably in charge of overseeing the financial stability as a whole and 
received the additional mandate of ensuring consumer protection.

| the banking and financial regulation act vested the acp with the power to set up 
supervisory colleges in order to improve supervision of transborder groups.

promoting the financing of the economy
| the law of 22 october 2010 also modernised the public offers scheme in the interest 
of improving business financing. some measures, such as the development of credit-
insurance and the merger of oseo’s operational entities, were carried out specifically 
for smes.

| new “covered bonds“ were created to promote the refinancing of household 
mortgages.

tax on financial activities 
| the finance act for 2011 created a new, so-called “systemic” bank tax assigned to the 
state budget. Its cost has been estimated at eur 500 million for 2011. for the banking 
industry, this decision was unwarranted in that, unlike other countries, the french 
taxpayer was not expected to foot the bill for the banks. temporary government 
aid brought eur 2 billion to the public budget. furthermore, this new tax will have 
the same impact as an additional capital requirement, already set to increase 
considerably thanks to “basel III”, and will have a negative impact on the financing of 
the economy.

new regulatory framework
for the banking sector 
In 2010, the banking and financial regulation act and the
implementation of the new prudential supervisory authority (acp)
established a new post-crisis regulation system.
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a bEttEr guarantEE  
For dEpositors 
 
on 1 october 2010, the deposit 
guarantee limit was raised from 
eur 70,000 to eur 100,000 per 
client and per bank. moreover, 
the compensation period was 
shortened from two months to 
20 business days. to finance 
the higher limit, the banks are 
asked to pay an exceptional 
contribution of eur 270 million 
in instalments of eur 90 million 
over three years.

an ExcEptional tax  
on variablE compEnsation
 
In 2010, french banks paid an 
exceptional tax on bonuses, 
amounting to eur 250 million. 
they disapproved of this 
decision, even though they 
were among the first to adopt 
common principles on variable 
compensation for financial 
market professionals.



industry commitments in three categories 
| In 2010, the fbf ranked all of the commitments, codes and recommendations 
applicable to the profession, which it has been developing for several years now. the 
purpose of this body of work is to effectively disseminate best practices, particularly in 
the area of customer relationship. they are now divided into three categories:
 professional standards are normative professional or compliance rules for all 
member institutions. banks are therefore obligated to apply them;

 professional best practices are deemed appropriate by the banking profession 
to meet the legal, regulatory and ethical requirements of the industry, without 
necessarily being the only way to go about it;

 recommendations do not fall within the two previous categories. nevertheless, it 
is appropriate for industry professionals to take them into account.

banking industry still active in the fight against money laundering 
| In conjunction with the cfpb (training center for the banking profession), the fbf 
launched a new anti-money laundering training tool in february 2010, completely 
overhauling the 2003 training kit and incorporating the changes provided for the 3rd 
directive. It addresses the entire range of banking personnel.

| anti-money laundering efforts continued to bear fruit: of the 17,310 notifications of 
suspicion received by tracfin in 2009 (+19% in one year), three-fourths were submitted 
by the banking sector.

trACfin, AnnuAl rEPort, mAy 2010

banks implement the new amF certification
| In compliance with the professional certification system instigated by the amf, 
banks must ensure that their employees in certain key positions (financial analysts, 
sales staff in charge of informing and advising clients on financial instruments, etc.) are 
knowledgeable about regulations, market operations and financial services. to this end, 
banks can either perform an internal evaluation or make sure each employee passes 
an external amf-certified exam. the certification process concerns persons hired (or 
transferred) since 1 July 2010.

two specialised committees
| In accordance with the banking and financial regulation act, banks must set up two 
specialised committees: one responsible for monitoring risk management policy and 
the other for reviewing the company’s remuneration policy.

compliance: the banking 
industry takes the initiative 
french banks take further steps to enhance the security  
of the banking system. 
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Ariane Obolensky, chief 
executive of the fbf, presents 
the anti-money laundering 
training programme to the 
members.

strEss tEst:  
solid FrEnch banks

the europe-wide stress 
test conducted in July 2010 
demonstrated the solidity of 
the french banking sector. In 
the worst case scenario, french 
banks have an average tier 1 
ratio of 9.3%, i.e. significantly 
above the threshold defined by 
the regulators.



Educational initiatives 
to explain the role played 
by banks in France
| In 2010, the fbf carried out a number of communication initiatives aimed at 
underscoring the active role of the banking sector in our country.

| It published a brochure entitled “banks in france“, explaining – with figures to back 
it up - that french banks are solid, that they effectively finance the economy in a 
challenging environment, that they are one of the top private-sector employers in 
france, and that they are continuing to hire.

| In december 2010, french banks banded together to launch a collective 
communication highlighting their initiatives and the daily commitment of the 400,000 
banking sector employees working to serve the french people. this campaign, 
dubbed “parlons de la banque et parlons-en vraiment” (let’s talk about banks – and 
let’s get serious) received a full-page spread in the national and regional daily press. 
french banks are thus seeking ways to expand the many collective and individual 
initiatives taken to meet their clients’ expectations.
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FbF communication“parlons clair”  
(lEt’s bE clEar) booklEt

changE in thE numbEr 
oF armEd hold-ups  
(2000-2010)
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hold-ups down substantially
| the number of hold-ups in bank branches continued to decline in 2010, with a 
total of 92 hold-ups(1) versus 135 in 2009 (down 32% year-on-year). In addition, 
the number of atm assaults dropped in 2010 from 59 to 37.

| the preventative measures taken by banks, which meticulously follow security 
procedures concerning their customers, employees and sites, are continuing to 
improve the situation. this decline can also be attributed to the actions taken by 
the police.

security figures

(1) this figure is provisional and may be adjusted once the data have been consolidated.



a collective agreement on incivility… 
| In January 2010, the agreement on incivility and violence in commercial relations 
with clients was signed by all the unions. entered into for an unspecified term, its main 
purpose was to define the nature of incivility incurred and to identify preventative 
measures to ensure the safety, as well as the physical and emotional well-being, of 
bank employees.

| the agreement also provides for the recommendation of support mechanisms 
for victims of incivility (psychological help, legal assistance, etc.), and an annual 
evaluation of such occurrences at the collective level. the 2009 review was presented 
to the joint technical committee in July 2010.

| In accordance with the agreement, the afb is also developing an informative 
brochure for employees (see inset).

…and on banking professions
| In conjunction with the employers and trade unions, the afb entered into an 
agreement in march 2010 on “key professions” in the banking industry. the purpose 
of this agreement is to factor in the changes which have taken place in the banking 
professions in recent years (regulatory changes, technological developments, etc.).

| the “list of key professions and examples of standard posts“ appearing in the 
collective agreement was updated. It includes 26 key professions and 40 new 
standard posts, illustrating the considerable diversity of professional activities in the 
banking sector.

| this agreement provides bank employees with better visibility in their careers, while 
offering a broader perspective on the various opportunities available to potential 
applicants.

aFb/apEc partnership to promote the employment of executives
| the afb and apec (association for the employment of executives) signed a 
partnership agreement, which took effect in april 2010, to facilitate contacts between 
executives and banking institutions. the partnership, entered into for a period of two 
years, primarily aims to offer target audiences (university graduates, experienced 
executives, etc.) a better understanding of the banking professions.

social dialogue in the banking 
industry in 2010  
dialogue between the afb and the unions carried on actively 
in 2010. talks were opened to address training and security at 
bank branches, with two major agreements signed.
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an inFormativE  
brochurE on incivility

is distributed by the afb to all 
bank employees working with 
clients, be it face-to-face, on the 
telephone or in writing. It helps 
them identify acts of incivility 
or violence, and gives practical 
advice on how to prevent or 
react when faced with this type 
of behaviour.



nearly 32,000 new hires in 2009
| banks continued to hire actively in 2009. although the hiring rate declined slightly 
(7% versus 9% in 2008), it nevertheless remained high, with banks hiring close to 
32,000 people in 2009.

| nearly two-thirds of these were under-30s. the share of 40-54s is on the rise, 
however, at 10.5% in 2009 vs. 7.7% in 2008.

diverse profiles
| like every year, newly hired employees came from a variety of backgrounds in 2009: 
14.7% held less than a 2-year degree or high-school diploma. new hires with 2-3 year 
degrees accounted for 43% in 2009, going on to fill sales positions (client reception, 
crms, etc.).

| for several years now, the level of education of new hires has been steadily 
increasing: 4-5 year degree holders accounted for 42.3% of new hires in 2009 (vs. 
35.3% in 2001), taking positions in support functions (internal audit, marketing, human 
resources) or in network sales (wealth management advisors, professionals, etc.).

50.5% of bank employees are executives
| for the first time, in 2009, over half of the personnel in the banking industry were 
executives. the escalation in terms of educational background, combined with 
continuous training, significantly raised the overall qualification level of employees 
across the board. almost 3% of non-executives obtained executive status in 2009.

| the percentage of women executives has also improved. women made up 42.7% of 
executives in 2009, compared to 31% 10 years ago. hence, the target of 40% women 
executives by 2010, defined in a professional agreement on gender equality, has 
therefore already been reached.

study on diversity and hiring in the banking sector
| In 2010, the banking professions observatory conducted a study entitled “diversité 
et recrutement dans la banque” (diversity and hiring in the banking sector). the 
study provided a comprehensive picture of the innovative practices and initiatives 
undertaken by banking institutions to promote “atypical“ hiring (hiring people from 
disadvantaged suburbs and districts, training for the least qualified individuals, 
integration of disabled workers, etc.). the heads of diversity for major banking groups 
and the trade unions discussed this issue at a roundtable hosted by the observatory 
in december 2010. 

Jobs in banks 
french banks continued to recruit at high levels in 2009. 
despite the crisis, the banking sector remains one of the top
employers in the private sector, with over 380,000 employees.

changE in staFF  
by maJor proFEssional 
catEgory (%)

changE in thE ratE  
oF ExEcutivEs and  
non-ExEcutivEs on staFF (%)
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clearer, easier-to-read price information
| In order to make its prices easier to understand and compare, the banking 
industry adopted a professional standard defining the presentation of fees 
leaflets. these leaflets are structured with a standardised table of contents, and 
the first few pages contain a standard table of the fees charged for ten banking 
services. from January 2011, this standard table appeared on bank websites.

| over the month of January, clients received the new brochures for fees which will 
enter into force on 1 april 2011. the content of packaged services is more detailed 
in the new brochures and at the time of subscription.

| as from end-June 2011, each month banks will indicate total bank fees and 
overdraft limit on their clients’ account statements.

| furthermore, glossaries of the most commonly used terms in the financial 
sector, updated by the financial sector consultative committee in June 2010, 
are available on the fbf and bank websites. the glossaries are meant to be 
educational, making banking vocabulary clearer and more accessible.

preventing payment incidents
| banks have continued their efforts to prevent payment incidents. they have 
improved their efforts to communicate with their clients to better anticipate 
situations likely to result in payment incidents and to adjust the amounts of 
overdraft facilities. they have also offered to issue warnings on account balances 
by various means of communication (online, sms text message, etc.) and have 
also continued to widely distribute the “systematic authorisation” debit card, which 
is an effective management tool for certain budgets.

better incorporating the needs of vulnerable clients
| for more vulnerable clients with a need for greater security, the dedicated offer 
of non-cheque payment alternatives (gamme des moyens de paiement alternatifs 
au chèque – gpa) includes two new services. these clients benefit of a minimum 
number of account balance warnings and the payment incident is reduced to a 
modest amount, with a limit per day and/or per month. rather than wait for the 
full implementation of this system, banks offered a transitional solution in early 
2011, which at least limit the invoicing of payment incident fees within the scope of 
the existing offer.

| Implementing these measures is a big project for banks, requiring major 
organisational adjustments, information system changes and training, especially 
given their determination to get the programme up and running as quickly as 
possible. the prudential supervisory authority (acp) is responsible for ensuring 
compliance with these commitments.

bank-customer relationship:
easier-to-understand fees
following the publication of the pauget/constans report, 
banks have proposed measures, within the framework of the 
financial sector consultative committee (ccsf), with the aim 
of enhancing transparency in fees charged for retail banking 
services.

many initiativEs  
sincE 2004

french banks have been 
improving the transparency of 
banking services for several 
years. prices are easily available 
online and at bank branches. 
since 2009, an annual summary 
of bank fees has been sent 
to clients. mobility assistance 
service has also expanded 
significantly.
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main provisions of the consumer credit reform
| the law of 1 July 2010 reforming consumer credit transposed the european directive 
of april 2008. the law brought major changes governing all consumer loans with a 
maturity of more than one month ranging from eur 200 to eur 75,000. the measures 
have been deployed over several months, from september 2010 to may 2011.

| In some cases, the law laid down practices already applied by banks. prior to 
granting a loan, the lender must verify the borrower’s solvency and check the fIcp 
(register of individual loan repayment incidents), already a longstanding practice 
in the industry. the lender must also provide the borrower with a standardised, 
precontractual information sheet on the terms and conditions of the loan. the law also 
formally established a bank’s duty to explain and to inform its clients, while extending 
the retraction period from 7 to 14 days. these measures will take effect in may 2011.

| since september 2010, the law has provided for greater supervision of loan 
advertising. for example, the interest rate of the loan must be printed in larger 
characters than those used for promotional interest rates.

| the term “renewable loan“ will become exclusive, replacing the terms revolving loan 
and permanent loan. each monthly statement must indicate the estimated remaining 
reimbursement period and each payment deadline must include a minimum principal 
repayment. this measure will take effect in may 2011.

success for the “assisted personal microcredits” 
| In accordance with the consumer credit reform, banks are required to provide 
information on their microcredit activity.

| at end-september 2010, banks granted nearly 6,000 “assisted personal microcredits” 
(microcrédits personnels accompagnés), up 55% on the first nine months of 2009. this 
figure reflects a determined effort to develop this type of loan. In January 2010, the fbf 
set up a microcredit coordination team to work with the major banking networks and 
main social aid networks.

| In addition, through its programme dubbed “keys to banking“ (les clés de la 
banque), the fbf is continuing to develop partnerships with associations that work 
with the most vulnerable populations. It has published a mini-guide to teach the 
general public more about assisted personal microcredits.

measures to enhance 
responsible lending
In 2010, banks worked to improve information on credit,
promote personal microcredits and assist deeply indebted 
individuals.
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lEnding on thE risE,  
rEcord low intErEst ratEs

at the end of december, 
outstanding household loans 
were up 6.2% year-on-year to 
Eur 1,050.5 billion.
BAnquE dE frAnCE, 
JAnuAry 2011

the average interest rate on 
property loans stood at 3.29% 
in december.
oBSErvAtoirE Crédit 
logEmEnt/CSA, JAnuAry 2011

 an “assisted personal 
microcredit” (microcrédit 
personnel accompagné) is a 
small loan issued to individuals 
who find it difficult to obtain a 
conventional loan. borrowers 
must be monitored by a social 
worker over the entire term of 
the loan.



more help for deeply indebted individuals
| the law of 1 July 2010 also made improvements to procedures for handling excessive 
debt, with the aim of helping deeply indebted individuals get out of debt. these 
provisions entered into force on 1 november 2010. they specifically addressed the 
maximum duration of excessive debt plans, reducing this period from 10 to 8 years, 
the modernisation of the fIcp (register of individual loan repayment incidents) and the 
continuity of banking services.

| the banking industry will be publishing a professional standard, once it is approved 
by the ministry of the economy, on relations between banks and deeply indebted 
individuals. this standard will define the conditions for maintaining their accounts and 
providing them with appropriate banking services.

| banks are also furthering their initiatives to prevent excessive debt. In march 2010, 
the fbf published a practical guide to help families learn to better manage their 
budgets. the guide, prepared with specialists in social welfare, is part of the fbf’s 
financial education programme for the general public.

| registration on the fIcp was reduced from 8 to 5 years for individuals placed on a 
personal recovery plan and from 10 to 5 years for those on an incident-free repayment 
plan following an excessive debt procedure. furthermore, the fIcp was modernised, in 
the interest of improving its responsiveness. data is now recorded and removed from 
the fIcp over time.

| In July 2010, a committee was tasked with preparing a report on the creation of a 
national register of individual loans (a positive register) recording all loans (consumer 
and property) that would be placed under the authority of the banque de france. the 
committee comprised elected officials and representatives of banks, associations, the 
government and the banque de france.

loan insurance at the borrower’s discretion
| the law on consumer credit confirmed the commitment of the banking profession: 
accordingly, when taking out a property loan, clients are free to choose between 
the insurance offered by the lending institution or other insurance, provided it offers 
an equivalent guarantee. this provision comes in addition to the banks’ initiative 
of providing each client with a standardised information sheet, making it easier to 
compare different insurance offers.

“ptZ +“: a new home-buying facility
| the zero interest rate loan is being replaced by the “ptZ +“ loan starting on 1 January 
2011, in accordance with the finance act of 29 december 2010. this new facility is 
reserved for first-time buyers and is not subject to income conditions. the amount of 
aid is determined based on the type of home (new or existing), its energy efficiency 
performance and geographic location. at the same time, the reform enacts the 
elimination of the tax credit on homeloan interest and the “pass foncier” as of  
31 december 2010.
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 the Ficp (register of 
individual loan repayment 
incidents) collects data on 
loan repayment incidents 
reported by credit institutions. 
It also contains information on 
excessive debt procedures.



lending is expanding at a faster pace
| In 2010, outstanding loans to the economy rose by 4% year-on-year, both in terms 
of loans to businesses and to households. this figure significantly outperformed that 
of economic growth, which is still hindered by the crisis and the lack of visibility in 
many business sectors.

| for vses/smes alone, outstanding loans picked up by 3.6% in 2010. credit lines 
provided to and used by vses/smes increased further than those for all companies 
combined (+1.2%).

| this puts france above the european average. 75% of french smes stated having 
received all loans applied for in h1 2010, which is the highest rate in europe, where 
the average is 63%(1). on the whole, france is one of the strongest countries in 
europe in terms of increased lending. In some european countries, the financing of 
the economy, and particularly loans issued to businesses, has continued to decline.

initiatives in favour of vsEs/smEs
| french banks are taking a number of different measures to help support smes in 
today’s ever-turbulent recovery phase. In march 2010, they announced they were 
earmarking Eur 96 billion for vses/smes in the form of short-term loans (eur 58 
billion) and new mlt loans. the total financing budget in 2010 was up 3% versus 
2009.

| also in march 2010, the fbf indicated that banks were reducing response times to 
15 days on applications for loans to finance operating requirements, upon receipt of 
the completed application. this effort to improve relations with sme clients has been 
well-received, with 77% of ceos calling it an important initiative(2).

maintaining communication in the field
| from may to september 2010, the heads of the main french banks took 
turns travelling to the french regions to meet with smes. after an initial series 
of meetings in late 2009, over 2,400 ceos of smes expressed their concerns 
regarding the economic situation and relations with banks. these meetings were 
organised by fbf banking committees in several different cities (cergy-pontoise, 
grenoble, marseille, lille, etc.).

| reaffirming the importance of maintaining close communications, ceos of smes 
and bankers were able to address matters at the heart of their relations, such as 
access to financing, capital increases, help in resolving problems and in seizing 
opportunities, etc.

banks working with vsEs/smEs
In today’s environment of poor growth, banking networks have 
made a strong commitment to promote the financing of the 
economy, and particularly vses/smes.
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François Pérol, chairman of the 
fbf, meets with ceos of smes in 
marseille.
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close banking relations
| the relationship between a bank and an sme is one of close ties and the 
contribution of expertise over the long term. similarly, the fbf works through 
banking committees to enhance local relations with prefectures and other 
government departments, the banque de france, chambers of commerce 
and industry, representatives of medef (french business federation) and the 
cgpme (french federation of smes), professional federations and associations 
in support of vses and start-ups… for example, over 300 bankers take part 
in the departmental commissions for the financing of the economy, with the 
prefectures and public finance divisions.

| moreover, banks are continuing to take an active part in credit mediation 
for businesses. since the system was created as a result of the crisis, banks 
have helped nearly 13,000 struggling companies obtain support for their 
businesses(3).

Easier access to bank credit for job-seekers starting their own 
companies
| In the interest of providing concrete help to job seekers attempting to start 
their own business, the fbf and france active entered into a partnership in 
february 2010. this collaboration resulted in a new collection of practical guides 
entitled “keys to banking –  how to ?“ (les clés de la banque - comment faire ? ) 
and local initiatives with fbf committees. regional/departmental agreements 
were signed in brittany, nord-pas de calais, yvelines, languedoc-roussillon 
and franche-comté. projects are given a greater chance of long-term success 
through high-quality assistance and easier access to credit thanks to a 
guarantee.

new developments in the “keys to banking” programme  
for professionals
| the fbf has continuously added to the practical information on banking and 
money ever since it launched the “keys to banking for professionals” (les 
clés de la banque – professionnels) website in 2009, with new dashboard 
models, practical guides (nine so far, including the most recent additions on bill 
collections and preparing a financing plan).

| the collection of practical “how to ?” guides, prepared in conjunction with 
france active, is distributed by both networks. these guides are specifically 
designed for young entrepreneurs and people interested in starting their own 
business, with titles like “I have a development opportunity”, “I am a job seeker 
and I want to start my own business”, “I want to buy a car”. 
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(1)ecb survey, 22 october 2010
(2)Ifop survey on bank/sme relations, may 2010
(3)report of the credit mediator for businesses, 9 december 2010
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banking services for all
| 99% of french people over 18 years of age have a bank account, i.e. one of the 
highest rates in europe.
CrEdoC SurvEy, APril 2010

| france totalled nearly 39,000 bank branches at end-2009 (including la banque 
postale points of sale).
ACP, 2010

| france totalled 54,638 atms in 2009, i.e. nearly double the amount over the past 
10 years.
giE CB, 2009 ProgrESS rEPort

| bank cards were accepted at over 1.3 million locations at end-2009 (stores, 
automated payment systems, online sales and atms).
giE CB, 2009 ProgrESS rEPort

| over 82% of clients prohibited from using cheques were using modern payment 
instruments at end-June 2010: non-cheque payment alternatives (gamme de 
moyens de paiement alternatifs au chèque - gpa), systematic authorisation cards 
or low-end packages including this card.
CCSf, 2009-2010 AnnuAl rEPort

vulnerable households: improved access to banking services
| 99% of poor households had a deposit account in 2010.

| 80% of households living on minimal incomes had a payment card (39% in 2001) and 
68% had a chequebook (59% in 2001).

| over 4 out of 5 vulnerable households were globally satisfied with relations with their 
bank.
CrEdoC SurvEy, APril 2010

Fees for banking services below the European average
| on the whole, fees charged for banking services (loans, savings, day-to-day 
banking) are lower in france than the european average. taking a base of 100 (eu 
average), france is one of the least expensive countries for banking services, with 
an index of 95.
BAin & ComPAny Study, SEPtEmBEr 2010

| after decreasing by 5.31% on average in 2010, fees for banking services stabilised 
in January 2011 according to a clcv survey.

| the “testé pour vous“ (tested for you) index recorded a gradual decline in day-to-day 
banking fees over the past 5 years, with an index of 96.3 in 2010 (base 100 in 2005).

a mostly positive image of banks, despite the crisis
| 74% of french people had a positive image of their bank in 2010.

| 71% were satisfied with their customer relationship manager (+4 points year-on-year).
ifoP SurvEy, JunE 2010

key figures:  
bank-customer relationship26

avEragE banking FEEs indEx

(base 100 = european average) 
determined using fees charged 
on various product groups: 
loans, deposits, day-to-day 
banking.

BAin & ComPAny Study,  
SEPtEmBEr 2010
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improved information on prices and services
| 75% of french people believed they were well-informed about the day-to-day 
management of their bank account in 2010 (+4 points year-on-year).

| 59% of french people remember receiving an annual summary of bank fees six months 
after its delivery (+5 points vs. 2009).

| more than 6 out of 10 french people have a clear understanding of the annual amount 
of their bank fees (+7 points year-on-year).
ifoP SurvEy, JunE 2010

| nearly 52 million clients had an account agreement at the end of June 2010, i.e. 85% 
of retail clients (vs. 24 million in october 2005).
CCSf, 2009-2010 AnnuAl rEPort

mobility is a reality
| over one million mobility guides were distributed by the fbf and french banks 
(excluding those downloaded online).

| 8% of french people opened an account in a new bank over the past 12 months.

| nearly 24% of french people had accounts with several banks in 2010.
ifoP SurvEy, JunE 2010

changing bank practices 
| while 97% of french people visited their bank branch in 2010, an increasing number of 
people are using the internet. 75% of internet users visited their bank’s website in 2010 
(+4 points year-on-year).

| one out of two french people visit their bank’s website at least once a week (19% once 
a day).

| most people use the internet to check their accounts (62%) and transfer funds (49%). 
ifoP SurvEy, JunE 2010

half of French households have a loan
| 49.5% of french households had a loan in 2010.

| 30.5% of french households had a property loan and 30.1% had a consumer loan.
HouSEHold CrEdit oBSErvAtory, JAnuAry 2011 

persistently strong savings 
| the savings rate for french households was 16.1% in Q3 2010.
BAnquE dE frAnCE, JAnuAry 2011
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40% life insurance products 
and pension funds
32% liquid deposits
18% equities
8% ucIts shares
2% debt securities

outstanding invEstmEnts 
oF FrEnch housEholds at 
End-JunE 2010

BAnquE dE frAnCE, JAnuAry 2011
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another step forward for  
the pan-European payments
french banks made available the sepa direct debit
in november 2010. the european commission is proposing
deadlines for the end of migration to sepa.

a mini-guidE to
thE sEpa dirEct dEbit

In order to inform the public 
about the features of the 
sepa direct debit, the fbf has 
published a “keys to banking” 
mini-guide, in partnership with 
the national sepa committee.
It can be downloaded on the 
fbf’s websites.

a nEw pan-EuropEan  
card systEm

In may 2010, 25 banks in some 
ten european countries joined 
forces to develop the “monnet 
project”. Its aim is to examine 
the setting up of the first pan-
european card system. the work 
covers the services offering, 
the technical architecture and 
economic and security aspects. 
once the results are known, 
each bank will reach a decision 
in 2011 on its involvement in the 
setting up of the new card sys-
tem. supported by the european 
authorities, the “monnet project” 
forms an integral part of sepa.
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the sEpa direct debit: a new European payment service
| since 1 november 2010, french and european banks have offered a new payment 
instrument: the sepa direct debit. this service can be used to debit an account in order 
to pay invoices issued by french suppliers or creditors located in other sepa countries. 
up to now, there had been no such service for carrying out direct debits in euros 
between different countries.

| the sepa direct debit offers new features compared with the already existing french 
direct debit:
 the consumer has only one form to fill in and sign, and deliver to the creditor, 
instead of two separate authorisations for the national direct debit (one for the 
supplier and the other for the bank);
 the information accompanying the payment is more detailed.

| the implementation of the sepa direct debit is a gradual and transparent process for 
consumers.

sEpa transfers continue to grow
| the national sepa committee, chaired by the bank of france and the fbf, regularly 
monitors the use of sepa transfers, which have been offered by french banks since 
January 2008. the number of sepa transfers rose sharply in 2010 due primarily to the 
take-up by government offices and social security bodies which issue approximately 
45% of national transfers.

risk of stemming the migration to sEpa
| In accordance with the banking community’s request, the european commission’s 
proposed regulation of 16 december 2010 provides for national transfer and direct 
debit systems to be replaced by the new sepa instruments, 12 and 24 months 
respectively after entry into force of the regulation.

| however, this proposed regulation infers technical changes, whereas sepa payment 
instruments have already been introduced. moreover, it prohibits any remuneration 
of interbank services that the banks are obliged to provide each other for direct debits 
without any realistic economic model being proposed. for the banking profession, 
these measures are likely to disrupt the migration to sepa and penalise those that 
have already carried out the necessary work.

sEpa council for the governance of European payments
| the sepa council, co-chaired by the ecb and the european commission was set up 
in 2010. It brings together high-level representatives from the payment market. It is 
designed to clarify the management of the sepa project.



changes in payment 
instruments in France
the banks wish to facilitate the use of 
modern payment instruments.

chEQuE without suFFiciEnt 
Funds: thE updatEd mini-
guidE

In september 2010, the fbf 
updated its guide of practical 
advice “never write a cheque 
without sufficient funds”.
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modernising everyday payment instruments
| the banking profession has been actively involved in the projects launched in 
october 2010 under the financial sector consultative committee (ccsf) with a view to 
modernising payment instruments. the work consists primarily of:
 the definition of a new interbank service enabling the consumer to carry out, in 
complete security, a money transfer to an individual, an association or a creditor 
through different channels (internet, mobile phone, atm, etc);
 discussions on changes in the tIp (french interbank payment order), currently 
highly appreciated and which meets a very specific use, with a view to its migration 
to sepa;
 a ccsf study on the use of cheques.

| moreover, together with invoicers and consumers and under the aegis of the ccsf, 
the banking profession is examining solutions to allow better control of direct debit 
dates and limit repeated presentations in the event of incidents.

card payments: projects to improve the service
and transparency of contracts
| the french banks are developing their technological offering with the rollout on 
different sites of contactless card payments. In nice, in particular, a large-scale joint 
project was launched in may 2010 with mobile phone payments.

| the banks are also endeavouring to make further progress on the transparency of 
the conditions of service to retailers. In this way, they intend to contribute to the work 
that the minister of the economy, finance and Industry has proposed to introduce in 
this area.

“surcharging“ does not lead to a decline in prices
| at the fbf’s request, edgar dunn & company has carried out a study on the 
impact of the potential introduction of a “surcharging” system in france.

| currently prohibited in france, surcharging is the application by the retailer of 
additional costs to the standard price displayed and related to the use of certain 
payment instruments.

| according to the study’s findings, the introduction of surcharging in france would 
not generate lower prices for consumers, nor would it procure any benefits for 
society as a whole, whereas there are numerous abuse risks. In addition, french 
consumers surveyed are very much opposed to such a measure.



online banking and payments: 
secure systems
the banks use the best technologies to enhance the security 
of online banking and payments. this security is widely 
acknowledged by internet users.

(1)amount of the fraud compared with the total amount of transactions.
(2)transactions by a french cardholder abroad or by a foreigner in france.

trEnd in thE card 
Fraud ratE

national transactions  
International transactions 
total fraud rate

oBSErvAtory of PAymEnt 
CArd SECurity, July 2010
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internet authentication: enhanced security
| In 2010, the banks generalised the strong authentication systems with a non-
reusable code to ensure even greater security for online payments. the diversity 
of these systems increases the general security: they can take the form of a 
calculator that generates a unique code, or a code sent by sms that can be used 
only once, or a digital certificate…

| these solutions comply with the protocol such as 3d secure used by major card 
systems. this protocol describes the general organisational structure between the 
retailer, the retailer’s bank, the cardholder and the cardholder’s bank. It requires 
the involvement of retailers which must also be equipped with these solutions.

confirmation of the boom in online banking
| the use of internet banking continued to grow in 2010: 75% of internet users consult 
their bank’s website (an increase of 4 points in one year) and one out of three internet 
users logs on to this bank’s website once a week. this trend is reinforced by the widely 
recognised security of logging on to an online banking service: this is secure for 71% of 
internet users.

| customers use online banking primarily to consult their account (62% of internet 
users) or carry out transfers (49%). 32% of internet users also log on to their bank 
online to obtain information on products and services, receive their bank statement 
(26%) or carry out simulations before applying for a product (25%). the internet is 
also used by 15% of internet users to compare their bank charges with those of other 
banks. however, only 10% stated that they have applied for savings or investment 
products online and 7% have applied for consumer finance.
ifoP SurvEy, JunE 2010

card fraud: a still very low rate
| the fraud rate(1) for card payments and withdrawals recorded in 2009 in french 
systems amounted to 0.072% for a total amount of eur 342.4 million:
 58% of fraud concerns international transactions(2) (59% in 2008) whereas 
these account for around 9% of the value of card transactions recorded in french 
systems;
 in france, the fraud rate for national transactions remains very low (0.033%). It 
declines to 0.014% for local payments where the card is physically used (at the point 
of sale or in an atm).

oBSErvAtory of PAymEnt CArd SECurity, July 2010



key figures: payment 
instruments in France

42.2% card payments
20.1% cheques
19,8% direct debits
17% transfers
1% lcr/bor

brEakdown oF paymEnt 
transactions in FrancE 
in 2009

thE sEpa transFEr 
 
has experienced a sharp 
increase in france with the 
take-up by government offices. 
at end-december 2010, sepa 
transfers carried out using 
the core system represented 
10.41% of total transfers 
processed.
BAnquE dE frAnCE

at european level, 13.9% of 
transfers carried out in the euro 
zone were in sepa format at end 
2010.
EuroPEAn CEntrAl BAnk
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more than 16 billion payments in 2009
| 16.4 billion payment transactions were carried out by individual and business 
customers of french banks in 2009 (excluding cash payments and card withdrawals), 
representing an increase of 3.3% in one year.
BAnquE dE frAnCE, oCtoBEr 2010

the card, still the preferred method
| the card (interbank or private) remains the most used payment instrument since it 
accounts for more than 42.2% of total transactions, or an increase of 5.8% in one year.
BAnquE dE frAnCE, oCtoBEr 2010

| for a purchase amounting to eur 25, 52% of french people prefer to pay by card (an 
increase of 1 point in one year). for the same amount, 34% prefer to pay in cash and 
14% by cheque.
ifoP SurvEy, JunE 2010

| In 2009, 90.6 million cards (interbank or private) were estimated to be in circulation in 
france (vs. 84.5 million in 2008), including:
 62.4 million ”interbank” cards (such as cb, visa and mastercard). they represent a 
total transaction value (payments and withdrawals) of eur 429.4 billion; 
 28.2 million “private” cards, representing a total transaction value of eur 24.2 
billion.

oBSErvAtory of PAymEnt CArd SECurity, July 2010

the cheque continues to decline…
| while the cheque continues to be used extensively with 20.1% of transactions carried 
out using this payment instrument, its decline accelerated in 2009: -5.6% over one year, 
vs. -4.5% in 2008.
…soon to be joined by the increase in direct debits
| direct debit now represents 19.8% of payment transactions, or an increase of 8.3% in 
one year.
BAnquE dE frAnCE, oCtoBEr 2010

more than Eur 24,000 billion exchanged
| the total amount of payments made in 2009 was eur 24,139 billion, an increase of 
around 3.3% vs. 2008. this amount represents more than 12 times french gdp.

| In value terms, transfers represent nearly 85% of the total amount of payment 
transactions carried out in france, or eur 20,503.4 billion exchanged.

| meanwhile, cheques and direct debits represent respectively 7.6% and 4.4% of the 
total amount of transactions.
BAnquE dE frAnCE, oCtoBEr 2010

the average amount of a payment transaction is:
 eur 555 for a cheque,
 eur 7,354 for a transfer,
 eur 234 for a direct debit,
 eur 77 for a card withdrawal,
 and eur 49 for a card payment.

BAnquE dE frAnCE, oCtoBEr 2010

BAnquE dE frAnCE, oCtoBEr 2010
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brEakdown oF paymEnt 
instrumEnts in FrancE  
and in EuropE in volumE, 
in 2009

ECB, SEPtEmBEr 2010
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82 billion non-cash payments were carried out in the european union in 
2009, or an increase of 4% in one year with 20% carried out by french people. this 
uptrend can also be observed for card payments (nearly 40% of all transactions), with 
transfers or direct debits totalling respectively more than 27% and 26% of payments.
ECB, SEPtEmBEr 2010

varied uses
| a european citizen made on average 164 payments in 2009, including:
 63 card payments,
 45 transfers,
 43 direct debits,
 11 cheque payments.

| however, practices remain mixed. accordingly, a swedish person makes more 
than 181 card payments in a year, a french person 107, a german person 29 and a 
bulgarian less than 2.
ECB, SEPtEmBEr 2010

the cheque is in constant decline
| the use of cheques is increasingly rare, with 6.6% of transactions carried out in 
europe in 2009, representing a decline of 7.5% vs. 2008. however, whereas it 
has almost disappeared in many countries (less than one cheque per year and per 
inhabitant in germany, austria, belgium, etc.), the figure is between 20 and 30 per 
year and per inhabitant in Ireland, cyprus or the united kingdom. moreover, a french 
person still signs more than 51 cheques per year. as a result, more than 60% of 
cheque payments issued in europe are carried out in france.
ECB, SEPtEmBEr 2010

transfers represent 89% of the total amount of payments
| the total amount of payments carried out in europe was Eur 227,000 billion in 
2009. transfers represented 89% of this amount, with the remainder split between 
direct debits (7%), cheques (3%) and cards (less than 1%).
ECB, SEPtEmBEr 2010

Emv standard in general use at end-2010
| the migration of card systems to the emv standard continues throughout europe. 
the progression is in line with european banks’ commitment to complete this 
migration by end-2010. the emv standard should help enhance the security of cross-
border payments.

| at end-march 2010, emv migration was almost complete in france: 100% of cb 
cards, 99.8% of terminals and automated machines, and 100% of atms are emv 
compliant.

| at european level, 69.8% of interbank cards circulating within member states are 
compliant with emv standards (increase of 2.3 points in one year). however, the 
situation differs from one country to another.
oBSErvAtory of PAymEnt CArd SECurity, July 2010
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(1) the french monetary and financial code stipulates that all credit institutions must belong to either a “professional body“ 
or a “central body“. these bodies are affiliated with the afeceI, which represents credit institutions and investment firms 
with the government.

missions
| the french banking federation (fbf) promotes the banking and financial services 
industries in the french, european and international markets, and sets out the 
industry’s positions and proposals to officials and regulatory authorities in the fields of 
business and finance. the fbf also issues professional standards, best practices and 
recommendations, and makes its experience available to its members. Its mission 
also includes keeping members among french banks informed of anything that may 
concern their activities.

organisation
| to fulfil its mandate, the fbf is structured around three departments:

banking and financial activities and research
this department offers a full range of banking expertise, and oversees the fbf’s 
commissions and committees in areas including retail banking and direct banking, 
investment banking and capital markets, risk control and capital adequacy 
requirements, payment systems and instruments, and legal and tax issues. It also 
negotiates and works with various french and european government and regulatory 
authorities.

Information and external relations
the role of this department is to anticipate changes in the political, economic and 
social environment, promote the role of the banking sector in society and keep the 
general public informed. It is responsible for public affairs, including relations with 
government officials, the media, consumers, young people and teachers. It makes 
sure that banks are kept informed, and organises the activity of the fbf’s regional 
committees.

european and International affaires
this department, part of which is based in brussels, handles relations with eu 
institutions and the various bodies representing the banking and financial services 
industries in europe. It monitors international issues and relations with global banking 
associations, and deals with issues that specifically concern foreign banks operating 
in france.

the FbF’s members
| the fbf represents french banks and foreign banks that have set up subsidiaries or 
branches in france, whether they are from europe or elsewhere.

| credit institutions that are authorised to operate as banks in france and branches of 
credit institutions based in the european economic area are fully entitled to become 
members of the fbf, which is their professional body(1). other ipso facto members 
include the central bodies of cooperative and mutual banking groups and the afb.
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the French banking Federation’s 
missions and organisation

425 banks

  
belong to the fbf, including 
universal banks, online banks, 
investment banks, private 
banks, local banks, etc.

the list of fbf members  
is available at: www.fbf.fr /
la fédération bancaire 
française/ adhérents fbf



the FbF’s statutory bodies 
(as at 31 december 2010)

the FbF Executive committee
the founding members of the fbf are ex-officio members of the executive committee. 
they are represented by an individual who must be either the chairman or the chief 
executive officer. each year, the executive committee appoints one of its members to 
act as the fbf’s chairman.

François pérol
fbf chairman 
chairman, 
groupe bpce

Frédéric oudéa
fbf vice-chairman and treasurer
chairman and chief executive, 
société générale

JEan-paul chiFFlEt
chief executive officer,  
crédit agricole s.a.

michEl lucas
chairman,  
confédération nationale  
du crédit mutuel

piErrE mariani
afb vice-chairman
chief executive officer and
chairman of the management
board of dexia s.a.

baudouin prot
director and chief executive,  
bnp paribas

arianE obolEnsky
fbf chief executive

commissions and committees
the executive committee has formed three commissions and five committees, and 
appoints their chairman. their role is to review various technical issues that affect the 
banking industry and make proposals. when these proposals concern the banking 
industry as a whole, they are submitted to the executive committee for review. the 
commissions and committees are made up of about twenty members from different 
banks.

retail banking and direct 
banking commission
chairman:  
JEan-paul chiFFlEt
chief executive officer,  
crédit agricole s.a.

risk control and prudential 
banking commission
chairman:  
Frédéric oudéa
chairman and chief executive,
société générale

investment banking  
and capital markets 
commission 
chairman:  
michEl pébErEau
chairman, bnp paribas

accounting committee
chairman:  
gérard gil
chief accounting officer,
bnp paribas

tax committee
chairman:  
patrick suEt
corporate secretary,
société générale

legal committee
chairman:  
JEan-louis guillot
off counsel to the general 
management, 
bnp paribas

payment management 
committee
chairman:  
JEan clamon
managing director, 
bnp paribas

compliance committee
chairman:  
patrick wErnEr
chairman,
la banque postale
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the FbF’s information mission

sharing the experiences of member banks in France
| the fbf organised about 20 panel discussions with member banks in 2010, 
dealing with issues such as the reform of prudential standards (basel III), the fight 
against money laundering and consumer lending. these events allowed nearly 
3,000 bankers to gain information on these topics, and to discuss them with 
specialists.

| the fbf also has an extranet reserved for banks. every month, bank employees 
consult an average of more than 117,000 pages on the site.

more than 100 banking committees in the field
| the fbf has a network of 106 committees (21 regional and 85 departmental). In 
2010, they worked actively on issues bearing on the financing of the economy and 
relations with vses/smes (see page 24).

| to inform young people about jobs in banking, the committees also organised 
four job forums in 2010, in orléans, rouen, clermont-ferrand and nantes. a total 
of over 1,500 students attended these events. similarly, the committees took part in 
a number of events devoted to job openings for young people, organised by local 
authorities, universities and secondary schools. the “banking, my bank and me“ 
programme is conducted with seven school authorities in france, taking the form 
of educational activities on the operation of the banking industry.

| In conjunction with the “keys to banking” programme, the committees continued 
to partner with players in the social economy, within the framework of social work 
programmes set up by community centres, general councils and associations. two 
new partnership agreements were signed in 2010 with the city of marseille and 
the loire-atlantique department.

the “keys to banking”: an information centre for the general public
| the fbf’s “keys to banking” programme helps the general public, self employed 
people and young adults gain a better understanding of banking and money. to 
reach people in need of assistance, it also targets people working in the social 
economy. the various target groups can access the programme on the www.
lesclesdelabanque.com website. 

| the site offers a collection of mini-guides covering various topics. there are 
now about 50 mini-guides targeting individuals and self-employed peoples. 
In 2010, two new collections were added: “situations de vie“ (“life situations”) 
for individuals and “comment faire ?“ (“how-to ?” guides ) for self employed 
people. the latest guides cover sepa direct debits, “microcrédits personnels 
accompagnés” (personal assisted microloans), small businesses, not to mention 
the special editions on socially responsible Investment (srI) and personal budget 
management.

two nEw “kEys to banking“ 
collEctions

the “life situations” guides
examine the major phases of a 
life project from the standpoint of 
a consumer situation or concern.

the “how-to ?” guide collection 
explains the steps a self 
employed person must take in 
developing a small business or 
project.
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florence amblard /  laët It Ia arrenault /  sylvIe  augros /  sylvIe  auré /  françoIse  

auréJac /  ol Iv Ier balmont /  marIe-aude bardou / patrIcIa barraud / katIa 

bartek /  lucIe  batIer /  véronIQue béal /  sylvette beltrame /  kenZa benQeddI 

sophIe bertomeu / laurent bertonnaud / laurène bet Ito /  él Ise  b Inet /  

Jean-marc bIng /  xavIer bleuse /  fabrIce boronat /  marIe-claude bourcIer /

gwenola brIant /  cédrIc cefber /  henry cheynel /  yves collombat /  corInne 

cottIn /  sarah courdavault /  él Isabeth da cunha / él Isabeth danton-pet It

carole de gaulle /  antoIne dehelly /  astrId delacour /  patrIcIa désuert / 

mIchelyne dIdIn /  marIe-claude doloIr /  frédérIc ducamp / béatrIce durand 

vIcentIa fachInan / sylvIe  fedIda /  nIcole flah /  lydIa flom-sadaune / 

fabIenne fontaIne /  catherIne gaIllon /  raphaël garcIa /  antoIne garnIer 

martIne gauthIer /  brIgItte gayral /  emmanuel geay /  barbara gIcQuel / 

marIe  gIllouard /  chrIst Iane gIrardey /  thIbault goulart /  benoît gourIsse

francIs gravet /  géraldIne guIllaumot /  marIne guyon-godet /  marIe- 

france guZnIcZak /  JacQues harasse /  védI  hekImyan / valérIe  horel /  cél Ine 

houehunpe /  Isabelle huard /  mélanIe hulIn /  Jean-françoIs Jondeau /

françoIse laclau / delphIne laconde /  florence le  texIer /  chrIst Ine leduc 

genevIève lhomme / ol Iv Ier lhomme / camIlle ly /  léonIe magdele Ine /

odIle mamane /  anne maraIs /  xavIer mendIboure /  aude mesnard /  mIguel 

monteIro /  sandrIne nIcolas /  audrey parodIn /  fabIen pelluchon / bernard 

pIerre /  Jérôme raguénès /  anne-laure reboul /  hélène r Icaud / danIèle

rIneau / mIchèle rossI  /  anna samocka / stéphane saugère /  tanIa saulnIer 

guIllaume soler /  hugues stupnIckI  /  malIk tabI  /  ghIslaIne tayoung / estelle

toullec-marQuot /  bruno vandewalle /  marIo van doorn / davId verfaIll Ie 

JacQues vessaud / maxIme ZItounI

the men and women
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* pierre de lauzun, valér ie ohannessian, Jean-françois pons, phi l ippe gendi l lou, bernard dutreui l  
et  Jean-claude guéry are members of the fbf management committee, coordinated by ariane obolensky.
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JEan-François pons *
executIve dIrector,  
european and InternatIonal 
affaIrs

pascalE briEn
european relatIons  
In brussels

hubErt d’étigny
european relatIons In parIs

EstEllE brack
InternatIonal relatIons

vEroniQuE Zovaro
export fInance

philippE gEndillou *
general secretary

michEl bonnEt
general servIces  
and logIstIcs

sophiE dEnhaEnE
fInance

Frédéric guinEt
It management

human resources and 
Internal communIcatIon

piErrE dE lauZun *
dIrector general delegate

bErnard dutrEuil *
payment systems and 
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the association Française des banques (aFb)
| the afb is a founding member of the fbf. as such, it sits on the executive committee, 
where it represents in particular small and medium-sized banks and foreign banks 
operating in france. the afb is also the professional body of commercial banks with 
respect to the social aspects of the January 2000 collective bargaining agreement. 
through octa-banques, the afb has collected the apprenticeship tax since 2006.

opca-banques
| a joint fund-raising body of the member banks of the association française des 
banques, opca-banques has three main functions: collecting contributions to 
training funds, advising banks in the area of training, and allocating funding for bank 
training initiatives.

the comité Français d’organisation et de normalisation bancaires 
| created in 1930, the cfonb oversees the standardisation and organisation of banking 
activities in france. It is authorised to act as a standards bureau within afnor, the 
french standards association. although its work mainly concerns payment systems and 
instruments, it also deals with securities.

the revue banque group
| the revue banque group has four distinct activities: journals (revue banque, 
banque & stratégie, banque & droit, bankers markets & Investors); organising 
seminars (club banque, atelier, rencontre banque & droit, rendez-vous de 
banque assurance, conférence), publishing with a collection of about 200 
publications targeting banking professionals, academics and students; and 
running the banking and finance bookshop, with 13,000 titles available online at 
www.revuebanquelibrairie.com, as well as a service aimed at professionals and 
libraries. all of the revue banque group’s activities are available at www.revue-
banque.fr.

the FbF banks in figures
 425 banks
 nearly 39,000 branches*
 more than 380,000 employees, making the industry one of the biggest sources of 
    private sector jobs in france
 more than 30,000 new hires per year
 72 million current accounts
 €2,084 billion in loans**
 €1,576 billion in savings***
 16.4 billion payment transactions processed every year
 54,638 atms
 nearly 3% of french gdp over the last 10 years

the FbF’s affiliated entities

* including la banque postale points of sale.
** as at end-march 2010 (loans to french residents by credit institutions operating in mainland france).
*** as at end-march 2010 (deposits by french residents with credit institutions operating in mainland france).  
source: banque de france

In september 2010, the fbf 
overhauled its website, 
www.fbf.fr, to make browsing 
easier and provider faster access 
to content. the site offers new 
services (rss flow, alerts) giving 
users real-time access to current 
events in the banking sector: 
key figures, publications, press 
releases, etc. nearly 10,000 
internet users have subscribed to 
the newsletter and alerts.

the site www.lesclesdelabanque.com 
received close to 1.6 million hits in 2010 
(+10% over 2009). the site is divided 
into four distinct sections: individuals, 
self-employed people, young adults 
and players in the social economy.

a nEw FbF.Fr wEbsitE

Four sEctions on 
lEsclEsdElabanQuE.com
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MANAGEMENT 
REPORT

Movement is life... 
Our environment is changing and our banks along with it. Human 
silhouettes in action, moving through an environment both natural 
and urban, in harmony, the two worlds reconciled. More than an 
illustration… an aspiration. This is the sense of hope convened 
by the FBF in the animated fresco created especially for its new 
website, and reinterpreted here for our Management Report.
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